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The actual civilian government of this country has been operating continuously since the Civil War, but it took a quantum leap forward in 1998 and has been more active than ever before in the intervening years and is now running in tandem with everything else that is going on.

In July of 2014, the Joint Chiefs received the first General Civil Orders that any group of Generals has received since 1863. Those Orders directly from the Civilian Government, and delivered under our Seal, required them to address the threat of weaponization of Federal Agencies.

The Municipal Government has set up more than 800 unauthorized internment camps, ordered 30,000 guillotines, and taken other obvious hostile actions clearly aimed at using Federal Civil Service Employees as an Army on our shores. We objected and issued the Orders to the Joint Chiefs and notified the United Nations to neutralize that threat, which has largely been accomplished.

Unfortunately, they have not yet honored our instruction to arrest members of the Municipal Congress as they trespass outside the original Washington, DC campus enclosed by Boundary Stones.

Washington, DC, is an independent international city-state and within its specific boundaries, the members of Congress function as a separate government created under Article 1, Section 8, Clause 17. Within the area circumscribed by the Boundary Stones they enjoy a plenary oligarchy intended to act as a simple government shared among the fiduciary officers of the states to operate as a “pleasant meeting ground” for all the State Congressional Delegations.

What has happened, of course, is something else that was never intended by our Forefathers. In collusion with similar independent international city-states (all operating under the auspices of the Holy Roman Empire --- includes the Inner City of London, Vatican City, Washington, DC, New York, the United Nations and others) the members of this plenary oligarchy have waged commercial mercenary war against the Territorial Government for profit, and have committed gross treason and fraud against the people of this country.

As a result, the Joint Chiefs have been under standing orders for the past five years to arrest the members of the Municipal Congress the moment they stray outside the Boundary Stones and place them under military custody arrest and take them to Fort Belvoir to be questioned and debriefed.

The realities of the situation are to be explained to them and they are to be questioned to ascertain their knowledge or lack of knowledge regarding the nature of their own positions as political lobbyists masquerading as fiduciary deputies of our States of the Union and the details of the weaponization of the Federal Agencies and other matters of urgent importance.

It it our further instruction that those who voluntarily accept the grave responsibility to actually act as Fiduciary Deputies in behalf of their States are to receive a new and binding contract to act in Good Faith under the Prudent Man Standard as Fiduciary Deputies of their home States and be taken...
to Philadelphia to conduct necessary business on an interim basis until Americans can be brought up
to speed and new actual Public Elections can be held.

Those who refuse are to be placed under formal arrest, charged with treason, inland piracy, and
other crimes of state, transported off shore, and bound over for trial.

It is to be anticipated that presented with the facts and the choices, most members of Congress will
voluntarily come to heel, accept their actual intended jobs, and assist in restoring the lawful
government owed to this country. It is also to be expected that when thus cornered and trapped,
some die-hard communist and anarchist elements will choose to die.

It's all the same to us. They are not being left in the dark or unfairly treated, but they are to be held
to account.

Meantime, in the background, we have conducted vast research --- and this is all volunteers, mind
you --- to track down where all our purloined assets have been stashed offshore and in investment
(slush) funds and asset bunkers all over the world. We have also sorted through quite a large
number of "legacy trusts" --- often fraudulently constructed estate trusts based on the Dead Baby
Scam --- which have been illegally seized upon under the same False Legal Presumptions.

As we have described it for you, our Foreign Federal Subcontractors, both Municipal and Territorial,
have been conducting a "cold" mercenary war on our shores for the last 150 years, without our
knowledge. They have been deliberately misidentifying us and both sides have been claiming us as
members of their bogus "armies" to facilitate various forms of fraud and other crimes against us ----
all aimed at conscripting us and confiscating our assets under color of law.

Various scams and schemes have been employed by both sides to do this, and they have gotten
away with it simply because nobody but those responsible for the crimes have known what they were
doing. This knowledge has been highly compartmentalized and sequestered on a "need to know"
basis, with the result that even many high level people haven't had a clue as to what was really
going on.

Now we do know and now is the time to bring these matters forward for prompt and permanent
resolution. Both the Municipal United States and the Territorial United States Corporations have been
bankrupted or will be very shortly. Most other "corporate governments" operating at the Territorial
and Municipal levels worldwide will also be bankrupted as a result.

This, if left unattended, would result in widespread government shut downs affecting all sorts of
government services across the board. Pensions and Public Assistance checks could not be paid,
hospitals and fire stations would close, police and military units would have to function on a
volunteer basis, and other violent disruptions would take place.

Those who intended to be the receivers of these bankruptcies are crooks; they meant to let all this
chaos, death, and destruction erupt, so that they would have far fewer creditors to pay off.

We have a different plan.

The United States of America ---- the Unincorporated Federation of States --- is alive and well. We are
the Priority Creditors and also the Presumed-to-Be Donors of all these Public Trusts. We are putting
the hammer down.

This will result in the re-venue and lawful conversion of all the stolen and/or misdirected assets, the
issuance of new currency, new banking laws, and new securities laws. The Financial Sector is due for
radical reform, but not the kind of disruption the Enemies of Mankind have planned.

In the days to come expect that new currency will be issued. Some additional startling, but not
threatening announcements, will be made, helping to direct and assure the continued services
people need and depend upon, and begin the process of issuing long overdue Earned Credit to
individuals and families and local communities.
Instead of giving back your own money as a "welfare benefit" and parceling it out and making working families pay for it all, we are calling it for what it is --- your Earned National Credit being returned to you, that is, credit that is already paid for and owed to you.

The Specific General Orders require the General Staff and the Joint Chiefs to assist in securing our hard assets which have been squirreled away all over the world. If they continue to be insubordinate, they won't have a contract and they won't have money to operate. If they cooperate and assist, they will enjoy the blessings intended for everyone including them, and they will have plenty of new and more pleasant work to do.

So that's the bottom line. This country is far, far from broke, and the same is true for most other countries throughout the world. Those countries that need new infrastructure will have abundant resources to do what they need to do and access to communications, sanitation, organic agriculture, clean water, education, and beneficial technologies will vastly expand throughout the Third World.
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